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News in March - Traces System
Dogs and cats going on our March adoption trip should have left us on the 13th
and arrived at their new homes on the 16th. We did however have to postpone
the trip due to the TRACES system being implemented. As well as having PET passports, we now have to use the TRACES system when dogs and cats are transported to their new homes. It has been in place for years but hasn’t been enforced for
dogs and cats and until recently not many people were aware of it.
If anyone is moving a dog or cat from one EU country to another for any reason
other than that they themselves are moving house, it is classed as commercial. This
is regardless of the number of animals being moved.
The transporter has to be registered in the TRACES system, the person or organization sending them has to be registered in the TRACES system , the country they
are coming from have to send a request to the regional animal health office for
where they are going, who then have to accept and validate it. Only then can an
individual export/health certificate be issued for each individual animal. For dogs
and cats going to the UK they also have to stay at the destination address for 48
hours and be checked by a DEFRA vet.
The good thing about these rules being enforced is that it should cut down on the
number of people who send dogs that aren’t suitable for adoption or are unfit for
travel and pups that aren’t even old enough to have been vaccinated.
It has been an absolute nightmare trying to sort everything out as even the authorities themselves in some countries, are unsure of how the system works. We were
backwards and forwards to the officials offices every day for 2 weeks. Our adoption teams have worked so hard finding out information and chasing up officials in
their countries and trying to keep the adopters updated. We cannot apologise
enough for all the stress and disappointment that adopters had to go through.
Sadly a lot of rescues are now just giving up because either they can’t get TRACES
registration or don’t want the stress of going through all the procedures involved.
Some people have risked sending animals without the documentation. A week before our transport, another transport van was stopped in Germany and because
they didn’t have the required paper work, all animals were confiscated and the drivers arrested. The rescue was told they would have to go to court to try and get the
dogs back and due to the expense and time involved, they decided to leave them
and let the German shelter re-home them.
We thank everyone for their patience and understanding. After weeks of sorting
out documentation with officials, our dogs and cats were transported on the 27
March 2014. Many thanks Diane and Tony.
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News in March - Adoption Trip—27 March 2014
11 of our beautiful dogs and 6 beautiful cats went to there forever homes.

VIEW PHOTOS OF OUR ADOPTION TRIP ON THE BELOW LINKS
Photos on English Page
Photos on Netherlands Page
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News in March - RSDR Dog walk in the Netherlands
On the 30 March 2014, RSDR had a dog walk in the Netherlands for NL Adopters & Friends.
70 dogs rescued by RSDR from the streets in Bulgaria, enjoyed a day out on the beach. RSDR would like to thank all
our adopters & supporters for attending, and thank also the
many people that contributed to the day. We would also
like to thank our sponsors who have helped make this day
such a successful day.
Hotel 't Weapon Marion, Oostvoorne http://
www.wapenvanmarion.nl/
Dierenplezier North, Spijkenisse http://
www.dierenpleziernoord.nl/
Animal Clinic Spijkenisse http://www.dierenkliniekspijkenisse.nl/
Kastino Cheese Shop https://www.facebook.com/kastinonatasja?
fref=ts
Corina's Bakery http://bakery-corina.123website.nl/ 303873524
Bruno & Co outlet service dogs
Animal & Garden, Andel
Suzanne Pike Photos with Smart Flees https://www.facebook.com/
pages/Slim-met-fleece/1389477257968716? Fref = ts

To view more photos of the NL Dog Walk Press here
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New Animals in March

On the 5 March 2014—8 pups were left at the shelter gates in a box. The first pic shows 3 boys and 2 girls, and the second is
3 boys. They were very dehydrated and full of fleas. Unfortunately on the 14 March, the 3 little boys in the second pic have since
passed away. They were in a bad way when they arrived. After a few days of rehydration fluids and antibiotics they seemed to
improve. They did really well on puppy milk/food. Then all of a sudden they became very poorly. They must have been incubating a
secondary infection that there little bodies could not handle.

March 14—Kerry was out taking Yana for a walk and spotted a mother cat giving birth out in the open on the cold concrete floor.
An old lady was just sitting there watching the cat. It was her cat and she would not take the mum cat and her kittens inside. We
were told to take the cat and her kittens.

31 March—3 scared and poorly pups were brought to
the shelter. They are sick and passing blood. They are
now named Boss, Howie, and Dotty
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New Animals in March

March 28—Yesterday Kerry and I had to go to Smolian to collect
the export certificates for dogs and cats that were leaving. We
spotted a young dog on the road and stopped. He was so scared
and kept running off from us. Kerry tried to get close to him as
she could see that he had an embedded collar. Eventually we lost
sight of him so just left food and decided to look for him on the
way back. Sadly on the way back,there was no sign of little Frodo,
as we had called him.
Today Tony and I went out looking for him. I was worried we
would never find him or if we did if we would ever get near him as
it was on the mountain road and there is so much forest for him
to hide in.
Luckily we spotted him but again he kept running off. We sat
down and kept talking to him and trying to coax him with food.
Eventually he came closer, then after a while he warily took food
from my hand. A little while later he let me stroke him and then he rolled over against me. Tony managed to pick
him up and we got him in the cage in the car.
His neck is a mess but we have managed to remove the collar. He has had a painkiller and once that kicks in we will
start to clean his wounds. (Diane)

March 28
Whilst we were at the roadside trying to catch Frodo, a young
couple pulled up in a car and told us they had seen a very thin
dog several miles up the road. They said the dog was so weak
that she was staggering and falling over. As soon as we managed
to catch Frodo, we went to look for her. It took a while to find
her and when we did she was eating horse poo as she was so
hungry. Tony called her and she went straight to him. He picked
her up and she travelled back on the back seat with him. She is a
lovely natured girl but painfully thin and weak. She is now
named Sarafina.
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New Animals in April
April 10—Yesterday we had hospital appointments. In
between one of them Kerry noticed a dog lay in the hospital grounds. We checked to see if the dog was ok. She was
a little nervous but approached Sam and Nikita. We noticed she had scabs from cuts on her face and on her underneath when she rolled on her back. We also noticed
she has a bad limp when she walks. We made her a promise that at the end of our hospital visit we would come
back for her and take her home. She had other ideas and
followed us every where. We walked to the car and Sam
made better friends with her before lifting her into a cage
we have in the back for emergencies. She has now been
named Comma

April 10
This young boy was left at the shelter this morning. He is
now named Patrick

April 16
New mummy cat that was lying next to one of the
big bins across from the house with her 3 new born
kittens. We need to give her plenty of peace and
quiet she is scared and is wondering what's going on.
She is in one of the upstairs rooms.
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New Animals in April

April 25
A few weeks ago we posted pics of Kerry with this dog. We would see him when we went to the hospital in another town. We
thought he was an old dog as he was very slow and sometimes was sleeping so deeply that we had to double check if he was
still alive. Last year Luke told us about a dog that he would see in Smolian and wanted to bring back and when he showed me
pictures we saw that it was the same dog. We called him Falcor and decided we would bring him to the house next time we
saw him as he wasn't doing very well. Every day this week we looked for him but there was no sign of him. Today when Tony
was discharged from the hospital he had to go to a medical office in another part of the town. I was sat in the car waiting for
him and noticed a dog curled up on church steps. It was Falcor. We had no lead so Tony took his belt off and put it round his
neck. He jumped up, tail wagging, went across to the car park , straight to our car and then when I opened it, he just jumped in.
Turns out he isn't that old after all.

April 30
We now have another mummy cat at the house. Mummy
cat number 3. Yesterday an old man came to the house
and ask could i help a mum cat and her babies. Yet again a
cat had given birth out in the open. I think my neighbours
are finding mother cats hiding places and dumping them.
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Please help if you can by sponsoring at http://www.streetdogrescue.com/sponsoradogcat.htm
Unsponsored dogs and cats list as at 30 April 2014
1 robin 2 connor 3 zorro 4 leonard 5 wendy 6 -- 7 marita
8 Djengo 9 florence 10 --- 11 sabrina 12 jamal 13 baldwin 14 bindi
15 doris 16 tyke 17 leo 18 sisi 19 mariska 20 marbles 21 jeremiah
22 dipley 23 nykk 24 pringle 25 porsha 26 gabriela 27 cora 28 fritzchen
29 washington 30 raphael 31 prince 32 ---- 33 shayla 34 pj 35 harvey
36 brisa 37 ----- 38 dawson 39 kopchi 40 -----41 ----- 42 hestia
43 kula 44 minerva 45 spirit 46 sweetie 47 drika 48 rufus 49 barkley
50 barley 51 dominic 52 ted 53 zella 54 charity 55 tvebak 56 tinka
57 —- 58 jolly 59 nollaig 60 erol 61 petko 62 christian 63 noah
64 bernard 65-----66 amadeus 67 raiden 68 tanwen 69 zohara 70 aurore
71 kiraan 72 ----- 73 nera 74 lucian 75 .....76 boo 77 blossom
78 samas 79 nellie 80 leif 81 tulip 82 tink 83 wilma 84 anabelle
85 freyr 86 gersemi 87 zisa 88 ------ 89 ----- 90 dotty 91 -----92 -----93 -----94 jerry 95 bliss 96 ross 97 samuel 98 joshua
99 Jimmy. N 100 pocohontas 101 merry 102 tiddles 103 tabitha 104 mulan 105 talisa
106 ----- 107 marmalade 108 worzel 109 india 110 mamapuss 111 chiquita 112 finlay
113 blake 114 manni 116 Falcor
Dogs and cats with only one sponsor
1 —- 2 —- 3 tika 4 jarvis 5 fletcher 6 kizzy 7 toby
8 -----9 shilo 10 chelsea 11 kai 12 flora 13 ----14 kipper 15 mistletoe 16 -----17 Patrick 18 Lukey 19 Helena 20 Beano 21 Gandalf
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Tuuli found after 20 days missing!
Adopted dog Tuuli in Germany went missing on the 10 April 2014, after escaping from her dog walker. At the time she was wearing retractable lead
when she escaped. For 20 days posters were put up, emails sent, shared on
facebook, and a search was done, by Tuulis mum and some locals. However
there was no sign of Tuuli at all. Finally after 20 days a lady spotted her in a
field around the woods. They recognised her from the posters and rung Kim,
Tuuli's Mum. Kim went with them to the woods and called her and she
came right to her. She had ost quite a bit of weight but was okay. After a
quick visit to the vet the next day, she is now doing well and happy again at
home.
Everyone at RSDR & Tuulis mum Kim, would like to thank everyone for
their involvement in helping with Tuuli. Thank you to everyone who shared
on facebook. Thank you to Patricia for translating, phoning and emailing
places, and thank you Anita for helping with the posters. Thank you
Angelika for helping put posters up and searching in the area. Thank you to
Kims friends that helped her search during the weeks. Thank you too Alex
the dog groomer who helped translate the ladys phone call for Kim, and
thank you finally to the lovely lady that spotted her in the field. Thank you
everyone.
It has been a hard time for RSDR as only 10 days after Tuuli went missing,
then Foster dog Ziggy went missing in the UK also.
We are grateful that both dogs have now been found and safe at home.
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Ziggy found after 16 days missing!
Everyone at RSDR would like to thank everyone for helping share Ziggys Dogslost poster. Thank you to all those
involved who have helped support Tina and to Tina who
has given so much time & effort in helping search for Ziggy. Thank you.

VIDEO OF ZIGGY’S RETURN

Message from Tina, Ziggys Foster carer. “THANK YOU EVERYONE x x x She has been missing for 16 days
and we finally caught her in a trap that we didn't even think would work. We caught her at 8am this morning. I
had sooo given up on it, that it had only been filled with dried sausage and dog biscuits, whilst the other one
which was 70 paces away had everything from Natures Diet to cat food in. I would like to thank everyone who
helped find her from those who went looking and did not spot her, to those who did see her and was able to
give us exact times and locations. Without all this information we would never have been able to put the traps
in the right place at the right time.
Thank you Amber who stayed up all night on the kitchen floor with the door open just in case Ziggy came back,
despite being ill herself. To Richard who was on lost dog sign duty and leaflet distribution. To Boo and James
who relentlessly helped me move the traps and bought her favourite food and treats to try and lure her in, to
Viv who searched relentlessly and who made it possible for us to get one of the traps. To Tanya and Tracey
from RSDR who gave me emotional support when things just seemed to get too much, and Barry Brett who
alerted us to her whereabouts only three days ago. To Jenny who kindly had the trap in her garden in the early
days when we believed she might be there, and Karen who was putting out food for me outside her house
when we thought she might be there as well. To Cathryn who nearly killed herself charging up the fields trying
to get to the gate where I saw Ziggy quietly slide under, and to Kim and Belinda who spent one morning galloping round fields in the early days when we thought we would be able to keep up with her. Also to Mr Pryor the
kind farmer who never said a bad thing about her, about despite knowing she had been in his field with the
sheep quite a few times. Thank you also to the expert lady from 'DogsLost' - my goodness what a knowledgeable lady she was. She gave me excellent tips, although I had been dutifully been weeing by the trap every day, as
she, told me hoping no-one would see, when Judy Waples very kindly suggested I took it up in a jar - why didn't
I think of that!??
I have learnt so much from this as she was like catching a fox, yet once was caught became the sweet little girl
that she has always been. We do not know what goes through animals minds when they are frightened and unlike humans we cannot reason with them or reassure them as we would our own children. When she did not
come to me on the many occasions I saw her, I was at first upset, and took it personally, but soon realised not
to, as this was just a dog reacting to the situation it was in. She knew what her pressure point was, and if I went
too close to her comfort zone she went away - she was just reacting to that situation, at that time, and had no
thoughts or what had been, or what was likely to come in the future.
Even though this little girl is now safe with me she is still looking for a home. She really needs a kind family (with
no children to scare her) and at least one other dog and of course the obligatory 6ft fence! She is the gentlest
sweetest natured dog I have come across, who loves cats, dogs and hens alike and if I didn't have doggies staying
here as my part time vocation I would snap her up.
I have learnt a lot about more about tracking wild animals, looking for existing nature trails, working out where
the wind is blowing the food or my scent and creeping up on her from down wind. I have practised tracking her
with my own dog Connie which I had not done for ages, and examined poo's for what might have done it, to
what it ate, and how long ago it was. I have researched enough spy equipment to make me an apprentice under
cover sleuth and have also learnt to never give up hoping, and that even if you make mistakes its good, because
the next time you try, sometimes you get it right.
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2 new kittens

Our Spring Auction is scheduled to start on the Thursday 15 May 2014 on facebook for 10 days. If you would like to sell or bid on items in our Auction to
help raise funds for RSDR.
Please go to: http://www.facebook.com/groups/rsdrauction/
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Vaccination appeal
We have always vaccinated our dogs and cats as soon as possible to
protect them against diseases, even if it is in advance of them being
donated for. Please find list of adopted animals on that were not donated for vaccinations / neuter before they were adopted.
If you can help donate to one of these adopted animals expenses
please go to: http://www.youcaring.com/nonprofits/campaign-forveterinary-expenses/94321

New RSDR Blog Coming Soon!
Please check out the very first blog
post on our website at
www.streetdogrescue.com

Got some shopping to do online? Next time when shopping go through Easyfundraising, and purchase your goods. Choose from over 2000 of the UK's best known
retailers including many popular names such as Amazon, M&S, Argos, John lewis and
HMV, and when you shop using the links on our site, up to 15% from every purchase
will go to RSDR. Press on the above banner.
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RSDR would like to invite all RSDR UK Adopters and Friends
to our RSDR Dog Walkies event in the UK
Event: Saturday 14 June 2014
Registration Check-in: 11:00am to 12:00pm
Dog Walk: 12:00pm - 1:00pm
(Walk will be for approximately 3km)
Registration Cost: £7 Per person (Under 16 Years Old - Free)
Meet next to the "Old Lodge Inn", Minchinhampton Common,
Minchinhampton, Stroud, Gloucestershire GL6 9AQ, United
Kingdom
Please fill out registration & make payment at the following link:
www.streetdogrescue.com/dogwalk.htm

